
Elective (1) and (2) Curriculum 

Elective (1) Monthly lessons (Monday to Friday) 

Month Monthly Lesson  
September 1. 中国古文经典---大禹治水/女娲补天 (星期二，四，五) 

Ancient Chinese Classics: (Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---登鹳雀楼（星期一和三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Monday and Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/710075560527 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMwl_F7YJ50 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---春晓（星期一和三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Monday and 
Wednesday) 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 

October 1. 中国古文经典---论语/庄周梦蝶(星期二，四，五) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---寻隐者不遇（星期一和三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Monday and Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/4140003211584 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qe2pUTuu3r8 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---寻隐者不遇（星期一和三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Monday and 
Wednesday) 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
 

November 1. 中国古文经典---声东击西/打草惊蛇(星期二，四，五) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)  

https://www.shicile.com/detail/710075560527
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMwl_F7YJ50
https://www.shicile.com/detail/4140003211584
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qe2pUTuu3r8


 

2. 中国古代诗词---春晓（星期一和三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Monday and Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/4790000007002 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8g0ZbXonq6c 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---春晓（星期一和三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Monday and 
Wednesday) 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

December 1. 中国古文经典---琵琶行(星期二，四，五) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---江雪（星期一和三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Monday and Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/2800094824974 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0T7ue_vIwI 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---江雪（星期一和三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Monday and 
Wednesday) 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 
 

January 1. 中国古文经典---琵琶行(星期二，四，五) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)  
 
 

https://www.shicile.com/detail/4790000007002
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8g0ZbXonq6c
https://www.shicile.com/detail/2800094824974
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0T7ue_vIwI


2. 中国古代诗词---夜雨寄北 （星期一和三） 
https://so.gushiwen.cn/shiwenv_e46c43d13b97.aspx 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---夜雨寄北（星期一和三） 
 
If the pandemic subsides, we’ll begin to use calligraphy brush to write 
words. However, if pandemic persists, we’ll continue to do stiff pen 
calligraphy. 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 
 

February 1. 中国古文经典---水调歌头/相见欢—无言独上西楼(星期二，四，五) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---题都城南庄（星期一和三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Monday and Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/5080299325775 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fm-dfo4-SGE 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---题都城南庄（星期一和三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Monday and 
Wednesday) 
 
If the pandemic subsides, we’ll begin to use calligraphy brush to write 
words. However, if pandemic persists, we’ll continue to do stiff pen 
calligraphy. 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

March 1. 中国古文经典---窦娥冤/枯藤老树昏鸦(星期二，四，五) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)  
 

https://so.gushiwen.cn/shiwenv_e46c43d13b97.aspx
https://www.shicile.com/detail/5080299325775
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fm-dfo4-SGE


2. 中国古代诗词---相思（星期一和三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Monday and Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/3550216165744 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SI_Qy3vxQgM 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---相思（星期一和三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Monday and 
Wednesday) 
 
If the pandemic subsides, we’ll begin to use calligraphy brush to write 
words. However, if pandemic persists, we’ll continue to do stiff pen 
calligraphy. 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

April 1. 中国古文经典---西游记：美猴王(星期二，四，五) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---清明（星期一和三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Monday and Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/1830298250190 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Txzw7CTWpEM 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---清明（星期一和三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Monday and 
Wednesday) 
 
If the pandemic subsides, we’ll begin to use calligraphy brush to write 
words. However, if pandemic persists, we’ll continue to do stiff pen 
calligraphy. 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

https://www.shicile.com/detail/3550216165744
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SI_Qy3vxQgM
https://www.shicile.com/detail/1830298250190
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Txzw7CTWpEM


May 1. 中国古文经典---刘姥姥进大观园(星期二，四，五) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---游子吟（星期一和三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Monday and Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/9050294782255 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCOiksXzvxI 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---游子吟（星期一和三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Monday and 
Wednesday) 
 
If the pandemic subsides, we’ll begin to use calligraphy brush to write 
words. However, if pandemic persists, we’ll continue to do stiff pen 
calligraphy. 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

June 复习 
 

 

  

https://www.shicile.com/detail/9050294782255
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCOiksXzvxI


Elective (2) Monthly lessons 

Month Monthly Lesson  
September 1. 中国古文经典---大禹治水 (星期一) 

Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Monday)  
 
 

2. 中国古代诗词---登鹳雀楼（星期三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Monday and Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/710075560527 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMwl_F7YJ50 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---登鹳雀楼（星期三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Wednesday) 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

October 1. 中国古文经典---女娲补天（星期一） 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Monday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---寻隐者不遇（星期三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/4140003211584 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qe2pUTuu3r8 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---寻隐者不遇（星期三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Wednesday) 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
 

November 1. 中国古文经典---论语(星期一) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Monday)  
  
 

https://www.shicile.com/detail/710075560527
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMwl_F7YJ50
https://www.shicile.com/detail/4140003211584
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qe2pUTuu3r8


2. 中国古代诗词---春晓（星期三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/4790000007002 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8g0ZbXonq6c 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---春晓（星期三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Wednesday) 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

December 1. 中国古文经典---庄周梦蝶(星期一) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---江雪（星期三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/2800094824974 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0T7ue_vIwI 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---江雪（星期三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Wednesday) 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 
 

January 1. 中国古文经典---声东击西(星期一) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Monday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---夜雨寄北 （星期三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Wednesday) 
https://so.gushiwen.cn/shiwenv_e46c43d13b97.aspx 
 

https://www.shicile.com/detail/4790000007002
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8g0ZbXonq6c
https://www.shicile.com/detail/2800094824974
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0T7ue_vIwI
https://so.gushiwen.cn/shiwenv_e46c43d13b97.aspx


3. 硬笔字练习---夜雨寄北（星期三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Wednesday) 
 
If the pandemic subsides, we’ll begin to use calligraphy brush to write 
words. However, if pandemic persists, we’ll continue to do stiff pen 
calligraphy. 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 
 

February 1. 中国古文经典---打草惊蛇 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Monday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---题都城南庄（星期三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/5080299325775 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fm-dfo4-SGE 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---题都城南庄（星期一和三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Wednesday) 
 
If the pandemic subsides, we’ll begin to use calligraphy brush to write 
words. However, if pandemic persists, we’ll continue to do stiff pen 
calligraphy. 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

March 1. 中国古文经典---水调歌头 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Monday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---相思（星期三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/3550216165744 

https://www.shicile.com/detail/5080299325775
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fm-dfo4-SGE
https://www.shicile.com/detail/3550216165744


YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SI_Qy3vxQgM 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---相思（星期三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Monday and 
Wednesday) 
 
If the pandemic subsides, we’ll begin to use calligraphy brush to write 
words. However, if pandemic persists, we’ll continue to do stiff pen 
calligraphy. 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

April 1. 中国古文经典---相见欢 无言独上西楼 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Monday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---清明（星期三） 
Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/1830298250190 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Txzw7CTWpEM 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---清明（星期三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Wednesday) 
 
If the pandemic subsides, we’ll begin to use calligraphy brush to write 
words. However, if pandemic persists, we’ll continue to do stiff pen 
calligraphy. 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

May 1. 中国古文经典---西游记(星期一) 
Ancient Chinese Classics (Every Monday)  
 

2. 中国古代诗词---游子吟（星期三） 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SI_Qy3vxQgM
https://www.shicile.com/detail/1830298250190
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Txzw7CTWpEM


Ancient Chinese Poem (Every Wednesday) 
 
https://www.shicile.com/detail/9050294782255 
YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCOiksXzvxI 
 

3. 硬笔字练习---游子吟（星期三） 
Stiff Pen Calligraphy: Write the weekly verse (Every Wednesday) 
 
If the pandemic subsides, we’ll begin to use calligraphy brush to write 
words. However, if pandemic persists, we’ll continue to do stiff pen 
calligraphy. 
 
Use pens to practice basic stiff pen calligraphy for all the words in this poem.  
 
Each weak we’ll practices all the words in a line of the poem and it takes 4 
weeks to finish all. 
 

June 复习 
 

  

https://www.shicile.com/detail/9050294782255
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCOiksXzvxI


Grading 

Types of 
assessment 

Homework Classwork Project 

Content of 
the 
assessment 

Practice weekly 
words 10 times. 
 
*Please use blue 
or black ink pen 
to do this. 

Practice weekly words 
in class as instructed 
by the teacher. 
 
*Please use blue or 
black ink pen to do 
this. 

Monthly project  
 
Students can either choose Chinese 
classic reading or poem to create a 
four-frames project to describe the 
classic reading or the monthly 
poem. 

 Every Monday Every Monday The last Monday of the month  
 
9/27 
10/25 
11/29 
No project for December 
1/31 
2/28 
3/29(Tuesday) 
4/25 
5/31 (Tuesday) 
 
*If it requires presentation, it’ll take 
a whole week to do that. 

Percentage in 
the 
gradebook 

5%  
25% 

40% 

  



Project 

Please refer to the top of the page to see the monthly project topic. 

 

Project Rubrics 
Please refer to my teaching website to read the rubrics before you work on your 
project. 

https://tliuedu.weebly.com/middle-school-7th-and-8th-grade-mandarin-
lessons.html 

 

Organization Chart 

星期一 
Monday 
 

星期二 
Tuesday 
 

星期三
Wednesday 
 

星期四
Thursday 
 

星期五 
Friday 
 

作业 
Homework 
 
Receive a new 
packet and turn 
in your previous 
packet 

    

报告 
Project 
 
*Submit your 
work by the last 
Wednesday of 
the month 
(Please refer to 
the top of the 
document to see 
the monthly 
submission 
dates)  
 

    

 

 

https://tliuedu.weebly.com/middle-school-7th-and-8th-grade-mandarin-lessons.html
https://tliuedu.weebly.com/middle-school-7th-and-8th-grade-mandarin-lessons.html

